DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 163, s. 2019

February 19, 2019


To: All Officers and Members
Teachers’ Dignity Coalition


2. Participation of teachers, administrators, academic personnel, and non-teaching personnel shall be on OFFICIAL TIME only subject to the policy on engaged time on task or no disruption of classes and services.

3. For your information and guidance.

Winnie E. Batoon, EdD
Officer in Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent
MEMORANDUM

To: Schools Division Superintendents/OIC-SDS
    Assistant Schools Division Superintendents/OIC-ASDS

Subject: NATIONAL FORUM-CONSULTATION ON EDUCATION AND
         CHILD WELFARE POLICIES ORGANIZED BY THE TEACHERS
         DIGNITY COALITION ON FEBRUARY 22-24, 2019

Date: February 19, 2019

This has reference to the attached Memorandum OM-PFO-2019-00063 dated January 24, 2019 from USEC. Jesus L.R. Mateo, Undersecretary, DepEd Central Office, relative to
the National Forum-Consultation on Education and Child Welfare Policies organized by
the Teachers’ Dignity Coalition on February 22-24, 2019 at the Benetiz Hall, Baguio
Teachers’ Camp, Baguio City.

Attendance or participation of teachers, school administrators, academic personnel,
and non-teaching personnel shall be on official time only subject to the policy on engaged
time on task or no disruption of classes and services.

For immediate dissemination.

ATTY. ALBER TO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO III
Regional Director

Enclosed: As Stated.
MEMORANDUM
OM-PFO-2019 - 00613

TO: Regional Directors
    School Division Superintendents

FROM: JESUS L.R. MATEO
      Undersecretary


DATE: 24 January 2019


The specific objectives of the activity are as follows:
1. Discuss existing national policies involving the rights of teachers as well as the welfare of children;
2. Equip the teachers and school administrators with knowledge and skills to make them more responsible teachers and education leaders;
3. To provide the teachers with information on pertinent issues of education sector and to solicit more proposals for a better and improved education system; and
4. Formulate policy recommendations that would be part of TDC advocacy.

Teachers, school administrators, academic personnel, and non-teaching personnel are expected to attend. To regulate the number of participants, the TDC shall send the list of expected attendees to the respective Regional and Schools Division offices.

Each participant shall be charged a minimal registration fee of Three Thousand Pesos (P 3,000.00) to cover meals, accommodation, conference kits, honoraria for speakers, souvenir items, and other incidental expenses.

For your information.
Teachers’ Dignity Coalition

“Unity of Teachers to Regain the Dignity of the Profession”

SEC Registration Number: ON 2007-10348

17 December 2018

DR. LEONOR MAGTOLIS-BRIONES
Secretary
Department of Education (DepEd)
DepEd Complex, Meralco Avenue, Pasig City

Madam:

Greetings of Peace!

The Teachers’ Dignity Coalition (TDC) will hold a National Forum-Consultation on Education and Child Welfare Policies on February 22-24, 2018 at the Benitez Hall of Baguio Teachers’ Camp. The activity will coincide with the group’s 4th National Convention. The theme for the activity is “Teachers’ Rights and Empowerment, Children’s Protection and Welfare.”

This very significant event will be attended by some 1,000 teachers, school administrators, academic personnel, non-teaching personnel and other education workers and advocates from the 17 regions of the country. The objectives of the activity are as follows:

a. Discuss the existing national policies involving the rights of teachers as well as the welfare of the children;

b. Equip the teachers and school administrators with knowledge and skills to make them more responsible teachers and education leaders;

c. To provide the teachers with information on pertinent issues of education sector and to solicit more proposals for a better and improved education system; and

d. Formulate policy recommendations that would be part of TDC advocacy.

Each participant shall be charged a minimal registration fee of Three Thousand Pesos (P3,000.00) to cover expenses for board and lodging, materials, kit, souvenir items and other incidental expenses. Registration and billeting will begin at 1:00PM (AM snack will be served) and the program will start at 3:00PM of the first day, February 22. Check-out time is at 12:00NN of February 24 (AM snack will be served).

In this light we would like to respectfully request your good office to endorse this activity to the respective regional directors and schools division superintendents and allow the official participation of the delegates. May we further request that the registration and transportation expenses be sourced from canteen funds, MOOE, SEF, LGU sponsorship or any available local funds.

To regulate the number of participants, the TDC shall send the list of expected attendees to the respective regional and division offices. Those who will not be in the list may be accommodated if the slots are still available, provided that they will communicate with the Secretariat ahead of the schedule. The final confirmation of attendance is until February 19, 2019 to give ample time for the secretarial to prepare logistics and materials and make necessary adjustments. For confirmation and others details, interested parties may send e-mail messages to teachersdignity@yahoo.com.ph or communicate with Ms. Darlene Loro of TDC Secretariat at mobile number numbers 0935-3279359 and 0999-9744612 or with the undersigned at 02-273-338458.

Thank you so much and we anticipate your most prompt and favorable response.

Respectfully yours,

OLIVIA S. DE GUZMAN
Secretary-General
**List of Participants**

**DAVAO CITY**
1. VOLTAIRE D. FERNANDEZ, RF MAGSAYSAY ES

**DAVAO DEL SUR**
1. DANNY DELA CRUZ, MARBER NHS
2. ELIZABETH BERNALDZ, MAGSAYSAY SOUTH DISTRICT
3. ERIC LLORENTE, MARBER NHS
4. HERMAN ALDOUS R. BODIKEY JR. EPS-DIVISION OFFICE
5. JEUFFREY PALER, MARBER NHS
6. JOHN DICK MADRIA, DAVAO DEL SUR SCHOOL OF FISHERIES
7. LEMUEL RADIN, MARBER NHS
8. MELVIN SAVIO
9. NESTOR AMOROSO, STA. CRUZ NHS
10. SHARA GAY LICUDINE, PADADA NHS
11. WILLIAM GUTIERREZ, MARBER NHS

**DAVAO ORIENTAL**
1. ALAN ANTERO, EPS-DIVISION OFFICE OF MATI CITY
2. ALICIA D. CASTILLONES, POO ES
3. CARLOS JUANILLO, MATI COMPREHENSIVE NHS
4. CHIRREL D. ASOGUE, BAYONG ES
5. CRIS RAMIREZ, ABIGOD ES
6. FE J. BATAO, ARAGON ES
7. GARRY P. LARA, BAGANGA NHS
8. GORGONIO DONDOKANO, MATI COMPREHENSIVE NHS
9. GREGORIO B. OROS, TAYTAYAN ES
10. JOSEPHINE S. QUARTERON, SAN ALFONSO ES
11. KAREN M. CHATTO, SAN RAFAEL ES
12. LERMA C. HATCHA, HULID ES
13. MARK DAVE L. DELOS, SANTOS BAGANGA NHS
14. MILVEN B. RODILLA, CATEEL 2 DISTRICT OFFICE
15. MILA ABARCA, MAGLAHUS ES
16. MILA R. ABALOS, ALEGRIA ES
17. NORIEL A. MOCA, SAN MIGUEL ES
18. PANCHO M. LINOGON JR., MALIBAGO ES
19. PERFIL P. SILVERIO, MAYLAYA ES
20. RAYLINA F. NARRA, YAPSAY ES
21. TACHIE S. CASANGYAO, SAN LORENZO ES

**DAVAO OCCIDENTAL**
1. WINNIE MALAHAY, EPS-DIVISION OF DAVAO OCCIDENTAL
2. HILDA MANGOLAYON, DON MARCELINE DISTRICT
3. RODRIGO CABILO, JOSE ABAD SANTOS DISTRICT

**COMPOSTELA VALLEY**
1. MARICEL M. ASIS, MANGAYON NHS

**PANABO CITY**
1. CAROLYN N. RUBINO, KAUSWAGAN NHS
2. CYRUS C. CACHUELA, SAN FRANCISCO ES
3. GERSON D. DUMPASAN, PANABO NHS
4. JESILDA D. LOZADA, KASILAK NHS
5. JESSICA Q. PASTORAL, FLORENDON NHS
6. JONARD LEONA, KAUSWAGAN NHS
7. KEN HARVEY C. FAMOR, KAUSWAGAN NHS
8. MARIE LEONIE TRIIXIA LOYOLA, PNHS
9. MICHAEL S. RUBINO, KASILAK NHS
10. MYRNA PURIFICACION, PNHS
11. VENICE MAE B. CAMPOS, PNHS
TAGUM CITY
1. ARLENE S. PAMITALAN, LAURETA ES
2. ARNEL G. CABALAN, LAURETA NHS
3. CRIS G. HUEVOS, TAGUM CITY CHS
4. DIONISIO B. SIGLOS, TAGUM CITY DIVISION
5. DIOSDADO P. ADOLFO, PAGSABANGAN ES
6. ELLEN P. ALFEREZ, TAGUM CITY DIVISION
7. FRANCISCA PADLAN, PIPESAN MAUG NHS
8. GEMMA MABALOD, NEW BALAMBAN ES
9. IRENEO G. GENERALAO, HERCULINA EDIG ES
10. JASMIN NESPEROS, MAGDUM NHS
11. JEFFREY C. VILLAROSA, JOSE TUASON, JR MNHS
12. MARIO S. GREGORTO, TAGUM NTS
13. MERVIN S. HANGAD, TAGUM CITY DIVISION
14. NILDA DIGAL, SAN AGUSTIN ES
15. REX N. FAELAGMAO, FLORENTINO CATALAN ES
16. REX P. PENDON, MANKILAM ES
17. REY ALVIN MELENDRES, CABUGAN ES
18. RODELLO B. CARTAGENA, CANOCOTAN NHS
19. ROGER E. MARTINEZ, TAGUM CITY NHS
20. ROMEO P. DANO, LIBOGANON IS
21. VIRGINIA MANINGO, LA FILIPINA NHS

DIGOS CITY
1. ALGIE ELEANOR DUGSY, DIGOS CITY HS
2. BERNARDINO MAGNO JR., DIGOS CITY NHS
3. EDNA GUYA, DIGOS CITY HS
4. ELSIE VALLESER, DIGOS CITY NHS
5. FELIPE E. DEGAMO JR., IGPII NHS
6. GELACIO ARIEL D. FLORENTINO, DIGOS CITY NHS
7. HAZEL FLORENTINO, DIGOS CITY HS
8. JESIE BALORIO, DIGOS CITY HS
9. JOAN SIEGA, DIGOS CITY NHS
10. JOHANNES SABIO, DIGOS CITY HS
11. JOVELYN DOMELITO, DIGOS CITY HS
12. JUNER GULTIANO, DIGOS CITY STAND ALONE SHS
13. MA. ELSIE MIJARES, DIGOS CITY HS
14. MARY JOY BOOC FORTUN, JOLENCIO R. ALBERCA ES
15. MELVIN SABIO, DIGOS CITY NHS
16. MYRNA R. DANDAN, DIGOS CITY HS
17. RACHEL R. POGOY, DIGOS CITY STAND ALONE SHS
18. RAFAEL III R. MEDIODIA, DIGOS CITY NHS
19. RAFFY MEDIODIA, DIGOS CITY NHS
20. SHEILA JUMAWAN, DIGOS CITY NHS
21. SYLVIA LUZ DEGAMO, DIGOS CITY HS
22. TERESITA E. JAYNO, DIGOS CITY HS
23. ZALDY SALINORIN, DIGOS CITY HS

XXX